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October saw almost 1,500 people come together at
the Grosvenor Hotel in London for another fantastic
BIFM awards. Congratulations to the organisers, the
nominees, of course the winners and everyone else
involved in the night. It was great to see some of
the excellent work the industry has done over the
last 12 months showcased.

N

 
     
the time you read this. Building on the great success of last
year, where £13,000 was raised for Children In Need, the aim this
            
FMJ spoke to Andrew Mawson, founding director of Advanced
Workplace Associates and the brains behind Workplace Week about
what he is looking to achieve through Workplace Week, and what the
facilities industry might learn if it starts paying more attention and
adopting a more evidence based and robust approach. Certainly a
thought provoking man.
Before the end of the year the doors will also be thrown open at
the Energy Management Exhibition, held at the ExCeL on the 11th
and 12th of November before the Education Forum takes place
the following week at the Radison Blu in Stansted. A busy few
weeks ahead then for plenty of FM’s big hitters, and whilst you’re
         
month’s copy of FMJ.
In it we get advice on how to ensure your emergency lighting
meets regulation requirements, see how Deepstore has turned
abandoned sections of a mine in the north west into a fascinating
storage facility and hear from Helistrat about how to implement a
       
Finally, we bring you the second half of the Young Managers Forum’s
quest to bring together the men and women shaping the FM sector
right now, and their eventual successors.

As always, we’d welcome your feedback about any aspect of
the magazine, together with your insight into what’s happening
in the FM sector.

 charlie.kortens@kpmmedia.co.uk

From Single to Multi-user: CAFM solutions to suit you
Enable your workforce
whatever the size
with our always connected solutions
Concept Evolution CAFM
& FSI GO Workforce Mobility
from FSI

Let us help change your world.
+44 (0)1708 251900 info@fsifm.com www.fsifm.com
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Short or long
term hires
available
Full UK Cover
Next day deliver for most hires
Standard Delivery Charges
Training Given on every
Delivery
Free machine Advice
ISO9001:2008 Accredited
TO FIND OUT MORE ABOUT OUR COMPLETE PRODUCT RANGE, PLEASE CONTACT :

TEL: 0844 967 1921

e kristie@cleansweep.co.uk @ www.cleansweephire.co.uk

twitter.com/cleansweephire

EMERGENCY
LIGHT TESTING
SO EASY YOU CAN DO
IT ON YOUR PHONE
THE EASIEST
INSTALLATION

FORGET
THE PANEL

LOVES YOUR
LIGHTS

NO
LIMITS

SAVE TIME
AND MONEY

PROOF

Use existing wiring, or your
LAN for a ‘no wires’ network.
Add our addressable module
to your existing lights and
luminaires.

Cloud monitoring and reporting
of any system anywhere in
the world, on your computer,
phone or tablet.

Works with almost
any light or luminaire,
including LEDs.
Measure direct light
levels and current.

Works with
any existing
emergency
lighting system
including
central battery.

Cost and efﬁciency beneﬁts
with automated testing
and reporting. One click
sharing of maintenance or
test reports right from your
phone.

Full test history
available any time.
The easy way
to demonstrate
compliance to
BS5266.

Tel: +44 (0)1670 707 111 Email: sales@luxintelligent.com Web: www.luxintelligent.com

Contact us now for a demo
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 Next Month
In addition to all the latest news, opinion and
appointments from across the industry our
bumper winter edition of FMJ will bring you
two extra features. First we ask our panel of
industry experts what the biggest issue facing
FM is, we ask is all the talent in the sector going
to service providers at the expense of the client
side and look at the importance of diversity in
company recruitment policies. We also bring
you commentary on the latest trends in CAFM,

 !  
thoughts or feedback please email:

 charlie.kortens@kpmmedia.co.uk
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INDUSTRY EXPERT COLUMN

IN MY VIEW

ONLY ONE IN SIX FIRMS ARE
‘FULLY READY’ FOR BIM DEADLINE
New research has found that fewer than one
in six businesses (16 per cent) in the building
services sector are ‘fully ready’ to use Building
Information Modelling (BIM) on projects.

Alan Scrafton

HOW RESILIENT ARE
YOUR ASSETS?
Company assets, such as important
machinery, must be kept in good working
order, with ongoing maintenance and
upgrade key to keeping organisations
operational, as well as ‘resilient’ in terms
of their inherent value and in the event of
disaster. Alan Scrafton, from Adler and Allan,
looks at how to become a ‘High Reliability
Organisation’ (HRO).
     
be installed correctly, with an awareness
of their ongoing usage and impact on the
environment, be kept in good working order
and upgraded where necessary to ensure
their value is safeguarded. The expensive
machinery that keeps our businesses running
is a key part of an organisations intrinsic
worth and should be regarded as important
    
When disaster strikes, assets must prove
their resilience by getting back to operations
as quickly as possible. Planned Preventative
Maintenance is key to ensuring these value
items, remain in-tact.
Assets that are able to avoid losses most of
the time, despite operating in environments
where there is a high potential for error;
such as utility providers, forecourts and
   
Business streams will increase, with
potential customers more likely to put their
trust in a company that has a good asset
resilience track record.
A sustainable HRO will be one with a clear
Asset Performance Management plan in
place, so that physical assets are kept safe
       
way, meeting investment targets without
extensive capital injection. The installation
stage and going forward – is essential. A
reactive approach to asset protection will
nearly always cost more, leaving equipment
more prone to total breakdown and therefore
complete operational failure.

www.adlerandallan.co.uk
6
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With the government deadline for mandatory use of ‘BIM Level 2’
in all Whitehall-procured contracts just months away the new
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BIFM IRELAND LAUNCHES FM AWARDS
The BIFM Ireland Region Awards
have officially been launched.
The search is now on for
extraordinary individuals
operating within the facilities
management industry in Ireland.
Award categories include Ireland
Region Young FM Professional of
the Year and Ireland Region FM
Professional of the Year and for
the first time winners of these
awards will receive a place on a

BIFM Diploma course, valued at
€2,500 and €4,865 courtesy of the
awards sponsor, Centre for the
Modern Environment (CME) at
Portobello Institute.
Entries will be judged by an
independent panel of industry
and academic experts.
Deadline for entries is the 3rd of
November at 5pm, with winners
announced on 20 November at the
inaugural Facilities Management

Summit from BIFM at the Aviva
Stadium, Dublin.
The event has a core theme of
‘Innovation in Facilities
Management – Delivering the
Impossible’ and is designed to
provide a forum for sharing
ideas and enabling professionals
to spur their respective
organisations to greater success
through strategic facilities
management.

FMJ.CO.UK

RICS UNVEILS NEW FM TRAINING
The Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors (RICS) has unveiled its new
FM training courses for Winter 2015/Summer 2016.
The training aims to advance the knowledge and skills of aspiring
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DATES FOR THE

FM DIARY

21-23 JUNE 2016
www.facilitiesshow.com

09-13 NOVEMBER 2015

Workplace Week
Tours involving some of the UK’s most
  )(  
www.workplaceweek.com

11-12 NOVEMBER 2015

EMEX – Energy Management Exhibition
7;%()( 
www.emexlondon.com

16-17 NOVEMBER 2015

Education Forum
-  6@)(  0 
www.forumevents.co.uk

26 NOVEMBER 2015
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Reading
www.resource-essentials.com

13 JANUARY 2016
FM AND ENGINEERING FIRMS
SENTENCED FOR SAFETY FAILINGS

WIFM Annual Conference
+:8UX% 0|)( 
www.bifm.org.uk

Norland Managed Services (NMS) and Balfour Beatty
Engineering Services (BBES) have both been sentenced for
 '        
a data centre in Middlesex.
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Facilities Management Forum
-  6@)(  0 
www.forumevents.co.uk

25-26 JANUARY 2016
24 FEBRUARY 2016

CIBSE Building Performance
Awards 2016
8 @@)(  
www.cibse.org/bpa

26-27 APRIL 2016

Hospital Innovations Exhibition 2016
} )(  
www.stepex.com

18 MAY 2016

ThinkFM conference 2016
  %)0 0)(  
www.thinkfm.com
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GLOBAL FM

ISS DENMARK REGAINS DANISH BROADCASTING DEAL
ISS Denmark has regained the role of service provider to the Danish
Broadcasting Corporation, DR.
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JLL INDIA OFFER FM CERTIFICATES
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SODEXO ACHIEVES ISO ACCREDITATION
FOR GLOBAL ASSET MANAGEMENT
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Aon awards IFM deal to JLL in EMEA
JLL’s integrated facilities management business in EMEA has
secured a five-year deal with Aon, a global provider of risk
management services, insurance and reinsurance brokerage
and human capital consulting, to provide IFM services to its
Continental Europe portfolio.
This is the first time that Aon has embarked on a regional
outsourced contract in Continental Europe.
JLL will provide an integrated service solution including
engineering; cleaning; reception and concierge services;
mailroom management; waste management; security;
vending; catering and onsite facility management, to Aon’s
portfolio which spans over 2 million sq ft across 30 countries.

Membership open to ISSA’s global women’s forum
ISSA, the worldwide cleaning industry association has
opened up membership to the ISSA Hygieia Network,
a global women’s forum with the mission of advancing
and retaining female professionals in all sectors and at
all levels of seniority and experience within the global
cleaning community.
Named after the Greek goddess of cleaning and hygiene,
Hygieia, provides members with ongoing education,
networking opportunities, professional development, and
industry recognition.
ISSA Hygieia Network is also calling for submissions for
its awards programme which recognises individuals and
companies that have made an outstanding contribution
to gender equality and inclusiveness within the global
cleaning industry.

Visit www.washroom.co.uk to view our
colourful range of iconic washrooms,
changing and shower facilities.
8
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If you have a
HVAC equipment problem...
Weatherite will have the solution!!!
With over 43 year’s expertise, Weatherite Air
Conditioning Ltd can deliver ‘exactly’ the right
solution for your ‘specific’ HVAC needs.
We specialise in the design and manufacture
of made to measure new and replacement
equipment, built within our state-of-the-art
production plant. We will also, if requested,
install and commission the equipment to suit
the client’s specific needs.
Typical applications include:●

Direct replacement solutions

●

Refurbishment/upgrade of existing equipment

●

Flat pack-restricted access solutions

●

New build solutions-all commercial sectors

●

Energy efficient data centre cooling

HVAC Solutions...
from the Experts

BRITISH MANUFACTURER

To find out more about how we can help
with your HVAC needs:Call the Weatherite Team

0121 665 2266
email: sales@weatheritegroup.com
or visit the website: www.weatheritegroup.com
on

Part of the Weatherite Group of Companies

AIR CONDITIONING LIMITED

ADVICE & OPINION

COMMENT
and adjust lights automatically based
on the natural sunlight from a window.
New technologies such as wireless
smartphone controls mean it is even
easier for FMs to manage lighting
control and provide better end user
 ;  
than a wired system and cause much
less disruption to workspaces during
installation.
Of course, lighting controls are
not used just for energy-saving and
reducing costs inside a building - they
|   
environment such as for car parks or
roads. Putting a system in place that
switches the lights in a space that
is completely unlit at certain times
of the day can also be a valuable
security measure if a building is ever
compromised.
The best way for organisations to
save the most money on lighting
is by learning how to best use the
system and how to fully utilise all of its
 &    
carry out surveys and maintenance on
lighting systems to make sure they are
     
     
If a building’s use changes and rooms
  #    
an increased number of occupants this
     
so a new plan may then need to be put
in place.
When building operators are
has always been to make sure we
analysing what the total investment
provide the correct amount of light
cost will be to implement a lighting
to the given space, increase the light
control strategy, installation and
"     
ongoing maintenance costs need
the lights are only turned on when
they are required. The objective of any to also be considered. The lighting
      control manufacturer or electrical
     contractor will be able to provide
maximise savings and provide a return assistance in this area so the actual
return can be more accurately
on investment.
achieved.
FMs can achieve this by a number
While it is true the main reason why
of ways such as scheduling lights to
     many FMs use lighting controls is to
based on sunrise or sunset. Light levels save on energy costs, there are many
    
may also be tuned and set based on
improving the overall lighting quality
the requirements of the occupant or
and increasing employee comfort
occupants.
by adjusting light levels for certain
By using quality occupancy sensors,
spaces. This can improve overall
this means the lights will be switched
productivity.
   
Whatever the lighting control
particular space in the room. Another
good example of reducing energy costs requirements might be for the
building, it is always recommended to
is by investing in dimming lighting
which provides users with one or more choose a reputable and experienced
   #  #& company to ensure your objectives are
properly met.
is also possible to measure light levels

GET THE LIGHT RIGHT

Paul Jones         
the correct lighting strategy and how this can massively reduce costs

I

t is estimated that around a
third of all energy consumed by
commercial buildings is being wasted
because it is either being used
     
This level of misapplication – which
is more than any other building
system – can result in huge costs for
businesses of which many facilities
managers are under continued
         
With lighting taking up a massive
proportion of the energy used,
lighting control has been pushed to
the forefront in the last decade as a
big opportunity for organisations to
save money. But to maximise these
cost savings, it is important that the
right solution is implemented for the
building’s lighting as there is no ‘one
 >";
(     
evaluated before developing a strategy
so that lighting systems are tailored to
  #   
The space and the application where

10
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the lighting controls are used must be
considered too as this can determine
how a plan will be implemented.
This includes investigating what is
the room’s use, does it have a low or
high occupancy use, or windows or
skylights that let in daylight. It is also
important to look at the existing light
levels in the space and what the new
requirements will be. Energy codes and
building codes also have to be studied.
With LEDs taking over as the
#  ) 
     
is matched with occupancy sensors
that are able to cope with the large
in-rush currents. There also has to be
enough sensors to ensure coverage for
the tasks being carried out, which is
why we always show three detection
patterns. This will extend the lighting
lifespan and reduce maintenance costs
resulting in additional savings.
At B.E.G. we celebrate our 40th
anniversary this year, and when
we look at a new project, our focus

Organic Response Sensor Node

OFFICELYTE LED WITH
ORGANIC RESPONSE
®

LIGHT WHERE AND WHEN NEEDED
Ofﬁcelyte with integrated LED and Organic Response wireless
technology, delivers the ultimate in cost savings and longevity.
As well as turning lights off in unoccupied areas, or dimming down
in low activity zones, the Organic Response Sensor Node in each
luminaire wirelessly communicates with its neighbours to ensure
automatic group-wide adjustment to occupancy and ambient light,
guaranteeing user-comfort and maximising energy efﬁciency at all
times. Outperforming T5 ﬂuorescent and rated up to 90lm per circuit
watt, Ofﬁcelyte is one of the most efﬁcient LED modular ﬁttings on
the market. Available in 3000K, 4000K and minimum CRI 80, the
Ofﬁcelyte LED’s satin acrylic diffuser provides perfect, homogeneous
illumination. There are two sizes and two output options equivalent
to 2 x 24W T5 and 1 x 55W T5 TC-LE ﬂuorescent modules.

www.concord-lighting.com

Tel: 0800 440 2478

Winner of the Lighting Controls category
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CONTRACT WINS & PARTNERSHIPS

Incentive FM Group’s specialist cleaning arm Incentive
QAS, has won a contract to provide cleaning and
associated services to City & Guilds Group, a global
leader in skills development.
The three-year deal which comes with extension
options, covers 10 offices across the UK and will see
Incentive QAS providing a wide range of services.
Graham Facilities Management will provide a
measured term contract for building maintenance
and minor works, including responsive maintenance,
for all student accommodation at The University of

ISS MOVES IN
NTO
O GR
R ADEE II LISTTED
D
TERRA
ACE IN BELLGRA
AVIA
A

Edinburgh.

ISS Facility Services has been awarded a contract to provide engineering support
to the Grade II listed Grosvenor Crescent development situated between Belgrave
Square and Hyde Park Corner in Belgravia, London.
The agreement which runs until 2018, will see ISS technical services business
providing a number services to the site including mechanical and electrical
          * +
water treatment. The latter includes Legionella testing and water sampling.
The Grosvenor Crescent luxury apartments are owned by Grosvenor, a
privately owned property group which is active in some of the world’s most
dynamic cities.

15 prisons in Scotland as well as the SPS College. The

Robertson Facilities Management has secured a major
contract with the Scottish Prison Service (SPS) which
will see it provide cleaning services at five of the SPS’
contract is for an initial three years with an option to
extend for a further three.
Aramark has won a five-year contract extension to
manage in-house catering, hospitality sales and events
at Guiness Storehouse, Ireland’s number one visitor
attraction and event destination. The company will
be operating the business through its Irish hospitality
group, “Seasons.”

BILFINGER BAGS
SOFT FM DEAL AT
TOUCHWOOD
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DEEPSTORE ANNOUNCES
BOODLE HATFIELD
EXTENSION
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Emcor has been awarded a two-year facilities
management contract by Japan Tobacco International
to work at approximately 22,000 sites located
throughout the UK, including Northern Ireland and offshore locations.
ISS Facility Services has mobilised its new contract at
Homerton University Hospital NHS Foundation Trust
in east London. The new five-year contract, valued in
excess of £45 million over its term will see ISS provide
patient catering, retail catering for staff and visitors,
healthcare cleaning, portering and security services.
OCS has extended its relationship with the Central and
North West London NHS Foundation Trust and will
continue to deliver soft FM services for the healthcare
service provider until 2020. OCS was first awarded the
contract in 2008.
Support services provider, Emprise Services has landed
a three-year cleaning deal with engineering company
Amec Foster Wheeler. Under the terms of the deal,
Emprise will provide daily cleaning and ancillary
services to Amec Foster Wheeler’s sites.
JLL has been appointed by Regent Street Partnership to
oversee Regent Street Management Direct (RSMD) for
a five-year period. The terms of the contract, will see
JLL, under the RSMD brand responsible for property and
facilities management and day-to-day relations with
the occupiers on Regent Street.
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SUSTAINABILITY BUILT TO LAST
    !  ""
" #$% "$   !%$ 

W

hether tasked with improving
the sustainability of a
legacy building or maximising
the sustainability of a new build,
the FM cannot avoid the issue of
sustainability.
It is a concept that has pre-occupied
the architectural professional for
years and become a key concern
of the construction sector, both of
which play major roles in ensuring
     ) 
and constructed to have minimal
environmental impact over a
maximum period of time.
However, true sustainability
cannot be delivered over the
long-term by ‘environmentally#  "    '
sustainable building needs to go much
further than using environmentally
responsible materials at the time of
build or refurbishment; a sustainable
project needs to ensure that eco      
footprint of a scheme can be sustained
for the longest possible service life.
That approach must include both
longevity of the initial design and
construction and a sustainable
maintenance, repair and future
  &  ) 
owners and occupiers are focused
on improving their buildings’
sustainability. That focus is driven not
only by the need to reduce operational
and maintenance costs but also as
an integral part of managing their
reputation as environmentally
responsible businesses.
The FM, therefore, must build
sustainability into all decisions
    
preventative maintenance, repairs and
   )    
    # 
used and their long-term performance
and adaptability.
9   ) 
transparent way to truly assess a
 "    
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footprint across its life span,
including embedded carbon from
its manufacturing processes and
transportation, recyclability and
potential waste stream implications.

programme. Consequently, the
longevity and long-term performance
of construction materials are weighed
against their purchase cost to
     
instead of being prioritised as a key
HOW LONG SHOULD A
element of the building’s sustainability
BUILDING LAST?
credentials.
Ideally, where the FM will be
While the physical life span of a
responsible for a new build facility,
      
the company should be brought into
      )
the project at pre-construction stage
    
  #     
     ` 
   #   
project’s ‘working life’; a term which
the environmental and maintenance
can be taken to mean the period for
criteria. In reality, however, this is a
which the building will be used for its
rare privilege.
intended purpose, with reasonable
Discussing the best solution for a
maintenance but without major repair.
      
The anticipated working life of
contractor can help to determine
many buildings is in the region of
the most sustainable approach,
just 20 years: in a world with limited
however, it’s essential to emphasise
resources and a construction industry
that the sustainability and whole life
that claims to put sustainability at its
     
heart, that’s simply not long enough!
as many contractors will focus on
Part of the problem is that
    
legislation surrounding the topic of
best system to win the contract.
sustainability is primarily focused
It’s also important to note that many
on a building’s services installation
     
and thermal performance, rather
 #   
than its long-term viability. From an
and their preference may not be
FM perspective, this is also a major
consideration as thermal performance your best option. The chosen system
should demonstrate the longis directly linked to operational costs
so focusing a sustainability strategy on   #  
the task of reducing energy bills makes life, greater adaptability if future
changes are required and reduced
sound commercial sense.
maintenance, in addition to improving
However, reducing the building’s
the sustainability of the building. For
maintenance and replacement costs
example, EPDM is an inert material
      
          #*{ 
ozone degradation, while retaining
is that, while building Part L into
;    # ;
the fabric of any new building is a
#XV)  ; 
mandatory design element, there is
sustainability and whole lifecycle cost
no such mandatory requirement to
 
ensure that the fabric of the building
  #UV)[VXV
EFFECTIVE OVERLAY
years down the line.
Instead, the life span element of a
For refurbishment projects, the
building’s sustainability is viewed by
  #  
the construction sector as more of
system contributes to the building’s
a budgetary consideration, which,
sustainability is whether or not a
lasts no longer than the construction
strip out of the existing substrate

will be required.
Overlaying an existing sound
structure and coverings not only
reduces the length of the programme
but also prevents strip out waste from
    
service life, overlaying must be carried
out to a high standard using materials
that are compatible with the existing
substrate and each other, For example,
if the requirement is for upgraded
       )
"    
membrane is compatible with the
new insulation and the selected
attachment system components are
also compatible.
The roof build up should always
    
manufacturer’s recommendations
and best practice guidelines and
each component should be able to
demonstrate an extended service
life as a component of the overall
#' 7:<  )
#;) XV
;    
life can only be achieved, however,
if the complete system - comprising
membrane, accessories and substrate
\ \# 
Where potential compatibility
     ) " 
considering the use of a cover board,
to create a robust surface between the
substrate and the new system

SUSTAINABLE SERVICE LIFE
The environmental impact and
embedded carbon of any construction
      
considerations but service life is also
  ` ) 
is placed on meeting criteria set out by
building regulations and eco initiatives
    #   
reducing average carbon footprint and
waste by specifying buildings that last
longer. Surely it’s now time we started
building longevity into mandatory
sustainability requirements as well as
forward-thinking cost strategies?

PERFECT
DAY
LIGHT

LUCTRA® is the award-winning LED lighting system

      through
the use of state-of-the-art LED technology that closely
replicates daylight.
Take control of your wellbeing via the VITACORE®
app and automatically create your ‘Perfect Day Light’
unique to you.

Explore the entire LUCTRA® range at www.luctra.co.uk
To speak to a LUCTRA® specialist or to request a demonstration
call 01202 851130 or email enquiries@luctra-uk.com
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SECURE AT THE RIGHT PRICE
FMJ AIMS TO SUPPORT TECHNICAL EXPERTISE IN THE FM MARKET
Bill Freear, group managing director, Pilgrims Group, explains which
criteria should take priority when FMs are deciding which security
 & $ '  
As a professional, I’ve learned over the
   
ways of buying in a security service,
but many FMs tasked with this
(along with so many other areas of
responsibility), are unsure which
criteria should take priority. You may
be asked to make decisions based on
# )   
is your security solution, when you are
`      
As with many other areas, price is a
key factor but you need to consider
which other criteria will help you decide
which supplier is right for you. Also,
think through security as a whole, and
don’t underestimate the power and
value of ‘interlocal’ expertise. This is
where specialist companies operating
internationally also have a superb local
network in countries where you may
also operate, giving them invaluable
up-to-the minute local knowledge as
well as a wider security perspective and
connections to a global network.
Here are the key areas which, from my
experience and along with price, need to
be considered:
» Technical capability – This is
important, but not the be-all and end-all.
It is essential that the needs of clients are
clearly understood and that technology
is bespoke and capable of achieving
     
that technology is sold to end users
without the end users benchmarking or
even truly understanding the proposed
    
time to project manage and implement
would be a good starting point.
» Operational management
proactivity – Many contractors simply
   
in the event that there is a problem,
   
problems faced, delaying permanent
resolution by putting in a temporary
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a problem again. Others will provide
all the reassurances needed and then
promptly put the problem to the bottom
of the pile until really pushed to resolve
and usually it’s a case of those that
shout loudest getting the attention. Is
that acceptable to you and, if not, how
have you ensured that the supplier has
     !
relevant and supportive management
structure from the supplier, and proactiveness of the supplier to ensure
FMs have the most up-to-date supply
of information on legislation and new
industry practice is also important.
» Company resources and support
structures - The contractor’s
management teams responsible for
managing the contract may be portrayed
     
   "  # 
are many companies who will make
assurances about the availability and
pro-activeness of their teams, but the
truth is that some of these managers
will have portfolios of 50-100 sites and
this challenges that statement of intent
against what actually happens on the
ground. Clearly having a large number of
sites to manage will leave shortcomings
in availability and proactivity and it
$%  
availability of those stretched resources.
» Training and company
accreditations – Ensuring that security
         
is another area that merits attention as
the majority of companies will provide
personnel that have no other training
than their SIA basic job training and, in
many instances, very little direction from
their employers other than reference to
   
Whilst companies will talk about
additional training and workshops, the
" % 
ask is ‘Where is the live evidence of
any training and what are the positive

   $&'(
    
hold an SIA (Security Industry Authority)
licence and have that licence displayed
when at work. This makes the checking
of individuals straightforward in that
licences can be inspected. It is important
that employers make regular checks to
ensure individuals have not had their
licence withdrawn and should form part
of the robust administration process of
any supplier.
» Reporting - Another important
area, which is regularly neglected by
suppliers, with limited resources and
low prioritisation, is the reporting of
true performance of the contractor over
and above key performance indicators
  
Is the contractor reporting everything
and indeed are they aware of everything
     
resourced and unable to demonstrate in
detail that they have full awareness and
control of site activity, providing bespoke
      
  "   
These key areas will help facilities
managers to ensure that they have the
best opportunity of choosing a supplier
that is more likely to perform and
  "  +
essential element of this is testing the
supplier’s statements of intent and their
  
Bidding companies will, of course,
always put forward an aspirational ‘best
face’ of their business and practices,
regardless of any truth in the words they
speak and the documents submitted.
But due diligence from those procuring
these services will ensure that their
chosen contractors can truly deliver
what they say they can, and deliver true
value for money.
For more information about security
services, visit: www.pilgrimsgroup.com
   

THE IMPORTANCE OF
ONGOING TRAINING
The private security industry
in the UK has seen reducing
margins over the last decade
and the result of this has been a
reluctance for many companies
to invest in their people. One of
      
lack of investment in security
 
     
in performance and increased
risks. The challenge facing the
security industry is to bridge
   
and the need to invest in
security personnel.
&'   
have little or no additional
security training once their
initial Security Industry
Authority (SIA) basic job
training is completed. It can
    
based security personnel
    
     
  
   
unlikely to happen. Regular
 
  
 +   
have an important part to play.
-   
needs to be enhanced through
more structured and ongoing
training programmes.
One of the most cost
    
excellent results is the
investment in distance learning
packages. Pilgrims has been
  
E-Learning training and has
demonstrated positive results
to both security personnel and
clients.
Pilgrims has also committed
 79;;; <'= 
 
 
to be the most advanced
corporate safety and security
training centre in the UK.
Underpinning this facility
>#? 
including several graphic
designers.
Investment into and training
of security personnel is
achievable and this investment
   
and moral inteams facing a
challenging future.

Fast, effective relief from
security, safety and access
control headaches.

Replace, repair, maintain and
sustain solutions from the experts.
For almost 70 years, we have been at the forefront of providing perimeter security and
safety solutions in residential, education, retail, commercial and industrial environments.
Today, our portfolio includes RoSPA approved, LPS 1175 certiﬁed and Secured by
Design preferred fencing and gates, acoustic barriers, secure storage, automated
access control and decorative timber fencing, gates and landscaping features; all
designed to provide a service life well beyond our 25 year guarantee.
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games areas

Outdoor
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Noise barriers
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Vehicle access and
parking control
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fuel storage

Find out more about how we can help take the headache out
of facilities management by calling an expert on 0800 41 43 43
or visit us at jacksons-fencing.co.uk
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always want to be recruiting
the same type of person;
diversity is the key to a
successful team.
From past experiences, I
want and need people on my
team who have complimentary
skills. I’m not massively processoriented, so if I recruited people
just like me, I’d have no one on my
team who could dive into the detail and
manage the strong processes that we need in
this business. When I’m recruiting, I’m conscious of

When someone is
looking for a new
job, how relevant
is the adage that
“It’s not what you
know, but who you
know?” in the twenty
+  QY  Z

In FMJ's regular monthly column, our team of FM experts answer your
questions about the world of facilities management
THE HR VIEW
C-J GREEN,
GROUP HR DIRECTOR,
SERVEST GROUP
Having connections can
undoubtedly help; the FM
industry is incestuous and
people tend to move around, so
having contacts can help people
get their foot in the door. And
C-J Green
personal recommendations
tend to carry a lot of weight.
I have not had any help from others in terms of progressing
in my career. Though, I have, and do, turn to my network for
support to help me maximise my professional and personal
potential. I highly recommend surrounding yourself with
a network of inspiring people, inside and outside
of your business, who are passionate about
the things that you’re passionate about.
That kind of enthusiasm is infectious
and it helps to bring out the best
in you.
At Servest and in HR in general,
we like recommendations, as the
people who are recommended to
   
Some of Servest’s most valuable
people have been recommended
to us. Also, from an HR perspective,
there aren’t quite as many stages to
go through in the recruitment process
compared with placing an advert or going
through an agency, ultimately reducing the
      
You do have to be careful when recruiting people by
recommendation; people tend to recommend and recruit
people who have the same persona as themselves. You don’t

  #   
sometimes that person comes to us as a recommendation and
sometimes they come to us as an unknown.
Regardless of whether someone gets through the door by
recommendation or by a full recruitment process, they then
   )
and if they don’t, they’ll be found out. Who you know will only
get you so far, in the end, what you know and what you are
capable of, is far more important. 

THE END-USER’S VIEW
GUY STALLARD,
CHAIRMAN, FMA USER GROUP AND THE UK HEAD OF
FACILITIES AT KPMG
I suspect the thought that
“It’s not what you know, but
who you know?” still exists
in FM arises because
there are a few senior
individuals who
have moved
between
organisations.
However, this
Guy Stallard
is a fallacy as
recruitment
and hiring processes for most large
     
 
more rigorous in recent years; policies will
dictate how a post is advertised, competencies
 |   | )   )
due diligence background checks, and generally how
   
likelihood of the route to jobs being ‘who you know’. Likewise
internet jobs boards and company websites advertising posts
have helped to bring some of the ‘hidden job market’ into
the open. The ability to search for jobs is a great leveller as

“I’m not massively
process-oriented, so if I
recruited people just like me, I’d
have no one on my team who
could dive into the detail.”

– C-J Green
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previously people might have had no way of knowing a role
was even available. This accessibility also means that people
in competitor organisations are now aware of opportunities
without having to indicate any interest in changing roles to a
head hunter.
The issue of ‘it’s who you know’ really highlights the issue
of social mobility and opening up access to professions, a hot
topic for business today. This is a challenging issue in particular
for professions where a degree or post-graduate professional
|    | )   '
 
  #        
so that young people who might not otherwise go to university
have a route to access the profession. However, we are
fortunate in FM that apprenticeships have long been access
routes for encouraging new talent into the sector, allowing
    |     )
the FM sector is one which has traditionally been fairly open
to entry from a wide range of backgrounds, as there are a
large range of jobs within FM which do not require degrees or
\ |       
level posts and worked their way up to leadership roles through
gaining skills and building experience over the years.
All these opportunities and policies to widen participation
and get the best individuals for the job are a good thing, and
shouldn’t stop people from networking to get to know others
within the sector. It is still appropriate to grow networks with
peers within the sector, not solely with the aim of looking
for the next job, but also to share knowledge and build
relationships. Joining professional networking groups, making

  ) #  
are still positive things to do. In addition to having the right skills
and experience for a prospective role, many individuals will also
  #         
positive thing to do. 

THE COACH'S VIEW
DAVID KENTISH,
DIRECTOR & CO FOUNDER
KENTISH AND CO
That old saying ‘It’s not
what you know, but who
you know’ is still as relevant
today as it’s always been. It
should, however, come with
 |   
David Kentish
&# |   
are required for a certain
role, and you don’t have them, having someone on the ’inside’
  6 #| `
name, and are up against a comparable candidate, then having
      
Indeed what’s wrong with that? Why do people go to
networking events, volunteer their time sitting on committees
or organising events, socialise with their peers and others of
  # #     9 
 #      #)
appropriate time, you don’t use them?
NOVEMBER 2015
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*   "    
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It’s a two-way street. You should also be willing and available
to help and advise others when they ask for it, if you feel the
|   #  &  
introducing someone to a key person within your organisation
or network or providing some useful tips on the personality of a
business or individual you know well.
Having connections in the business world gives you an edge
          
what business opportunities are out there.
      )  
 | #     #) )
aunt, best mate, or budgerigar runs the company or carries
     
Getting the job or the business break you want means that
you have to have an edge. There are others out there chasing
those same opportunities. Having connections and knowing
the right people can help you to get that advantage. But your
    ) |   
So how do you get that extra edge?
Good interpersonal skills have always played a part in
why some people have more success than others. Good
communication and social skills make people better managers
and leaders. Being able to demonstrate that you can get on
with people at all levels within the business could be the ‘extra’
that gets you noticed. The good news is that if you don’t feel
that you have those skills, then there are many ways that you
can learn them from mentoring and coaching to formal training
and do-it-yourself methods such as reading magazine articles
and listening into webinars.
So the next time you feel hard done by because the job
you wanted went to someone else who had someone on the
inside, you know what to do. Get out there and make your own
contacts through networking, helping others in whatever way
you can, and getting yourself talked about (in a good way).
8 #        
 |   ) #    #  
person that someone on the ‘inside’ recommends.

THE CONSULTANT’S VIEW
DAVE WILSON CFM,
EFFECTIVE FACILITIES
Much as I would like to think that
we generally live in a utopian
meritocracy, it is clear that in
 ) )
  )#; 
     
 
advantage to progression, especially
in the early stages of a career. As it
also is, inevitably, in many family
businesses. Anyone who reads Private Eye will be familiar with
 # \  )  `   
But one thing those sectors have in common is that they are
20
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very much personality focused where outstanding ability in
   #    ' )#
)  #  )` 
dominated by people who attended the same public schools
and Oxbridge. All that makes close contact networks more
common and more accepted than most other industry sectors.
Certainly such links are harder to establish and maintain
in a sector as diverse in its workforce and activities as FM is.
It also seems true that the more technical knowledge which
is required the less helpful informal networks are: to take an
extreme example, if your father was an international footballer
that might help you get a better grounding in the sport, but it
won’t matter a damn when it comes to getting a place in a top
team where personal performance is everything.
Does that mean that who you know is irrelevant to career
progression in FM? Of course not. Most senior careers, I’d
suggest, are based on reputation, and you can only have a
reputation among those who know you. Even getting a job
#      )`" 
networking and a degree of self-promotion are key if you want

 # }#
have the right amount of technical competence and ability,
and a credible track record too, but making the most of your
contacts is a critical element of career building.
And it’s not just who you know: it is also who knows you.
  )`)#       #
good people and of key skills. So if someone needs a facilities
    #;   |   
)      
do I know that can do this?” That is why teams tend to follow
         
       
they can trust each other, have the right skills and can work
  
All this begs the question: how do you get known? One of
  # &   &  
was to get engaged with my professional association. So I
did: I threw myself into IFMA in the UK, and as anyone with
this experience will tell you, no membership organisation
turns down volunteers. The same applies with BIFM: if you are
committed, competent and can deliver what you promise (all
fairly fundamental requirements) then you will get known.
How far you want to be engaged, and how far your employer
can spare your time, might determine what you can do, but
there is no better way of starting to build your reputation
across a network of people outside your own workplace. And
when you succeed your peers will see “what you know” and
        ) 
of potential advocates for you for the future, on your merits.

Do you have a question that you’d like
answered by the FMJ Clinic?
Email:    \  
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TOMORROW

MEETS TODAY

Following on from last month’s feature, FMJ presents exclusive interviews from the
 "     *Z["\" ]$ ' "  "!%
“leaders of today,” followed by an introducion to those waiting to take over tomorrow

F

MJ has teamed up with the Young Managers
Forum to interview the key players in FM.
Here is the second part of what they had to say:

SAJNA RAHMAN

SODEXO CORPORATE SERVICES
OPERATIONAL EXCELLENCE MANAGER

to a wider audience. Hence I pitched this idea to
the Young Managers Forum and was enthused by
their feedback and support to make this event
happen. This type of event format had never been
done before within our industry and the main
output would be to provide people the platform of
opportunity to create their own opportunities.
We have appointed a facilitator Vanessa Vallelly
   Q&   ) 
9  % "@ 
and share what we are trying to achieve for our
industry to not only to an audience who is outside
FM but to a global platform.

as their career of choice by going directly to them.
I had participated in various activities as key note
speaker on ‘Women In Leadership’ workshops and
mentor young girls from school, speak at school
assembly, take part at career fairs and as part of
my role I promote our apprenticeship programs
through my involvement with TeenTech that
encourages STEM careers to young people aged
13-16.

ANDREW HULBERT
PARETO FM

MANAGING DIRECTOR
Why is it important to focus on young managers?
I get inspired by our young managers that I
come across through networking. They are the
millennial otherwise known as the generation ‘Y’,
it is important for our ‘X’ leaders to recognise and
nurture their skills as they are the leaders who will
take our industry forward.

What is the idea behind ‘Tomorrow meets today’?
We delivered an internal engagement initiative
as part of my role called ‘Get to Know’ the Senior
Leadership team, this provided an opportunity
for our selected employees to have quality
networking time with our Senior Leaders to talk
about their ambitions, careers and opportunities.
This was a successful event and I later visualised
   #  #
industry and wanted to provide the opportunity
22
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Why is it important to encourage diversity at a
young age?
I partner with Prospects Group on the Government’s
‘Inspiration Agenda’ which includes engaging
directly with schools and career advisors. Although
I do feel we have moved forward as an industry to
attract young talent, it was clear we are not doing
enough to reach the very people that need to be
advised on our professionalised industry which has
a clear career pathway. We talk a lot about what
we had achieved as an industry but unfortunately
not enough of us are taking action. I am proud of
the facilities management industry and at every
opportunity encourage young people to choose it

What is the idea behind ‘Tomorrow meets today’?
Why have you two collaborated on this venture?
At its very core, the idea of the event is to provide
## #   
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groups of people to meet. We know it can be
  #  # 
to meet the most senior and more importantly the
other way round. The premise is that we take away
all the media, all the recruitment consultants, all
     #
quality networking.
    0 
Young Managers Forum with a basic idea for this
type of event and instantly we were all hooked
on the potential for how exciting it could be. On
 )& 0  
highest level of drive, enthusiasm and ambition
amongst anyone I have met in the industry. But
more importantly she has the gravitas and cahunas
to approach and engage with senior leaders. We
         ;  )
   )0  
I share a passion for encouraging diversity within
teams and the work place.
Why is it important to focus on young managers?
There can be no doubt that we face a skills shortage
at middle-management and senior management
level within the facilities management sector. This
is due to the incoherent nature of the way people
entered the industry over the last 20 years. Only
now are we starting to see a clearer path in to FM
 ##|   # 
@ )  UV#
through and that is why it is so important we focus
   9   
to enter FM but more importantly, we need to
prepare them to be full, proper, educated, talented,
passionate and knowledgeable individuals that
will drive the standards of the industry forwards
as they forge their own careers. We need to build
them up to be principled and hardened individuals
that are not afraid to challenge the status quo and
will drive out the old fashioned way that facilities
management operates in today. The young
managers hold the key to re-energising the industry
and driving it forwards.
What do you see as the biggest challenge facing
the FM industry today?
The challenge continues to be attracting the highest
calibre of individual to the industry. The sector is
   #

of an FM and training stages for doing so, but we
need to keep pushing to now attract the best talent.
Fundamentally this will come from attracting the
university leavers directly to our industry or growing
our own talent via apprenticeships. In terms of the
University route, consider those with the highest
grades at GCSE and A-level entering our industry
with a focus on intellect and hunger for progression.
They would bring intelligent thought, capacity for
change and innovation that the industry has never
seen before. But perhaps more excitingly, consider
  & [U) "
experience, whom already have responsibility for
running real estate infrastructure but are hungry to
keep taking on more. By the age of 30 they will be
at senior levels and pushing the industry forward.
These challenges, simultaneously provide the most

LEADERS

exciting opportunities the industry has. I refer back
to ‘the Class of ’93’, all of them 22 years old and far
ahead of many of their peers with 10 years more
experience. Imagine the levels they will be reaching
in 10 years’ time. We need to encourage more of
this, the industry depends on it.

NICK THOMPSON

SODEXO TECHNICAL SERVICES
MANAGING DIRECTOR

What do you hope to achieve from the ‘Tomorrow
Meets Today’ programme via your mentoring
interactions with the young managers?
9   
 
in because there are gaps in our industry. There are
great people and potentially great leaders out there
but not enough, so we have a duty to encourage
talent into the industry.
I would like to encourage young people to set
      
achieving results in the right way, as opposed to
merely achieving results.
We need to make our industry a place where
people feel that they have the opportunity to
  # 
 )
orientation, social group or background. This is both
the right thing to do, and a business imperative.
This is not only important to our industry, but to our
country. Ostensibly it is through the achievement
of our young managers and leaders that we can
progress as a nation.
What advice would you give to the younger
people starting in facilities management today?
Specifically considering the characteristics that
shape generation Y & Z, whom aspire for freedom
and flexibility from their careers, with a focus on
personal development and operating with a high
dependence on technology.
I don’t think my advice to colleagues of the
   !        
anyone who is career minded and aspirational:
• Treat your career as one of you core deliverables,
have a plan but be prepared to deviate from the
plan. Don’t trust everything to luck but do trust your
instincts and be prepared to make the most of the
next opportunity around the corner. Its’ funny how

FOCUS

some very successful people have a habit of being in
the right place at the right time. Why? Instinct.
• Identify your personal stakeholders, recognise
the quality of your relationship with them and be
clear about what you would like to achieve from
   )   
;    )    
leadership experience, or advocacy. The latter being
quite important – we all need people saying good
things about us.
• Embrace all of your experiences in a positive
way and take something from it: good, bad, new
process, new systems, new technology, new people,
customers, your competition, your friends, your
family. Everything you do every day can form a
learning experience and can help to make you a
better person and a better professional.
What is the single most important issue facing the
leaders of the future and what should we be doing
now to offset it?
I think that investment in talent will remain our
biggest challenge now and in the future. We must
build a strong talent pipeline within our industry
and within our organisations. Attracting, retaining
and developing talent will remain critical to the
success of all organisations within our industry.
This has to start in schools and colleges where
we need to switch school leavers and early years
students on to our industry. Sodexo became
involved with TeenTech, an organisation which
does exactly that in support of the engineering and
technology industry. Sodexo have also invested in
apprentice training which is also vitally important.
We need to capture the needs of every single person
who is successful in our businesses, obviously
meeting the development needs of those in our
organisations whom are aspirational, but also
recognising and meeting the needs of those
highly successful people whom are content doing
       
recognised and supported for being the best they
possibly can be in their current role.
An anecdote which I really like...
Question: “What happens if we invest in developing
our people and they leave ?”
Answer: “What happens if we don’t and they stay !”

ROSS ABBATE
MACE MACRO

MANAGING DIRECTOR
What do you hope to achieve from the ‘Tomorrow
Meets Today’ programme via your mentoring
interactions with the young managers?
&  " )   &"
received some great advice from people that has
shaped how I operate today. The Tomorrow Meets
Today programme is a wonderful opportunity to
  && 
 )  ;     
insight into what’s actually happening today in
our industry and business, that will be helpful to
people’s careers.
I also hope that it will be a two-way thing, and
NOVEMBER 2015
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  # 
today. I believe the key is to drive equality and
ensure people are promoted based on ability,
not race, gender, ethnicity, etc. Ensuring all team
members are treated equally is fundamental to how
we do business.

that I’ll be able to learn from them; young managers
    & 
exciting.
Why is it important that we encourage young
managers to want to achieve more from
their careers? What benefits will this have on
themselves, businesses and the sector as a whole?
&#    # # 
)         
to grow the industry. I believe that they will demand
we do more to ‘professionalise’ our industry and
 &#  "   
managers, we will go backwards.
What advice would you give to the younger
people starting in facilities management today?
Specifically considering the characteristics that
shape generation Y & Z, whom aspire for freedom
and flexibility from their careers, with a focus on
personal development and operating with a high
dependence on technology.
First and foremost, I would encourage everyone
to be themselves and to be true to themselves.
Oscar Wilde once said: “Be yourself, everyone else
is taken.” The more you are yourself, the more your
mind is freed up mentally to do what you need to do
and succeed in the workplace.
Relationships are also vitally important, and
‘everything’ can’t be done through technology.
You need to meet people face-to-face to make true
relationships. But it doesn’t have to be through the
    Q  "  
Take time to understand your surroundings
  '    
may feel uncomfortable to you, as could going
out onsite; but the reality is that you will have
       
trick is to learn to do this with ease, but without
compromising your personal values.
Finally, understand that technology is a tool to do
business, but it’s not doing the business.
What is your approach to encouraging diversity?
How are you ensuring under-represented
minorities, be it gender, ethnicity, sexual
orientation etc, are reaching your board level?
Diversity is at the heart of Macro’s culture and we
24
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What is the single most important issue facing the
leaders of the future and what should we be doing
now to offset it?
Engaging our teams and maintaining loyalty,
especially with the increase in virtual communities,
and the fragmentation experienced in life due to
the use of technology. We need to be engaging our
  ) 
  # 
environments and collaborative working; or
adapting our businesses to ensure they work in a
globalised environment.
The way we do business will change. Currently
business plans are put in place for one to three
years, but in the future, due to shorter business
)   
 ;U[ 
ahead. This will result in constant change, meaning
organisations will have to be even more agile to
respond to the changing environment.

STEVE DAVIES

KIER FACILITIES MANAGEMENT
MANAGING DIRECTOR

Why is it important that we encourage young
managers to want to achieve more from
their careers? What benefits will this have on
themselves, businesses and the sector as a whole?
I think there are two factors at play here. Firstly,
  \  
teenagers leave school or university with the
aspiration to be a facilities manager, yet the skills
required are very similar to those needed to run a
business, which is generally a much more highly
 \`9  
a step change away from this viewpoint using a
long-term plan to attract talent into the industry,
and this mentoring programme is a great start
point. Secondly we have an aging population when
it comes to senior managers so we certainly have to
encourage those young managers that we have in
our business to aspire to a career in FM.

 " ) 

any manager to achieve more from their career
is good leadership practice. Highly motivated
people, together with the introduction of a suite
# |   )   
professional standards in the industry, something
we should all welcome and support.
What advice would you give to the younger
people starting in facilities management today?
Specifically considering the characteristics that
shape generation Y & Z, whom aspire for freedom
and flexibility from their careers, with a focus on
personal development and operating with a high
dependence on technology.
9    # 
the culture of the new generation of managers
 # ;  &  
ever-changing and dynamic environment and new
services that have been added to our portfolio
in recent times, such as energy management
or concierge services, as well as the turnover of
contracts with individuals using the TUPE process
to transfer from one organisation to another, are
perfect examples. FM has a uniquely collaborative
approach and we have to work closely with other
parts of the organisation, not only to understand
changing business needs but also to implement
initiatives. Whether that is working with HR to
 ;  ) 
to develop closer working relationships with our
supply chain, or with IT to put a new access control
system in place.
Despite the appearance of being a static
discipline based in a building, the adoption of new
technologies to support data collection, improve
communication and support our compliance
regimes is happening at an unprecedented speed.
<        "   
cuts, but also about applying a smarter way of
doing things.
It’s an attractive opportunity for someone starting
out in their career to develop a wide breadth of
transferable skills.
What is the single most important issue facing the
leaders of the future and what should we be doing
now to offset it?
Innovation is the big question for us at the moment
         
industry. It is perhaps an over-used term but it
illustrates a hunger that our clients have for doing
     -
innovation happens rarely, and quickly becomes
the norm, so we have a constant need to keep
updating our processes. The introduction of micro #
   
to replace manned guarding out of hours, the
remote management of building controls via
BMS and predictive maintenance technologies to
reduce energy consumption are all relatively recent
innovations but are now standard practice in FM.
We have to work more closely with other
   &)  )@-) 
chain, to create more opportunities to develop and
deliver real innovations to our clients.
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Who are FM’s future leaders?
We asked: what most excites you about the future of FM?
CHIV DE LA HOYDE ITV

JONNY YOUNG ARTHUR-MCKAY

MARY O’CONNOR CBRE

How Facilities will gain a more
prominent role in all businesses in
the future.

Stronger focus on how the workplace
can support its users, thus increasing
overall organisational performance.

I am excited about the possibility of
helping create workplaces that will
empower and inspire.

LAURA MITCHAM MITIE

JEROEN DE LEEDE
STIP-CONNECTED

GARY WRIGHT KIER

As drivers and innovators it is no
longer an option to remain in the
background.

How durability has an impact on the
Facility market.

Adapting to the needs of a changing
world to deliver technologically
advanced, sustainable FM solutions.

CHARLOTTE MILLER SODEXO

EMMA WILSON VINCI FACILITIES

TANYA HORSCROFT CAPITA

FM is a global growing profession,
providing exceptional opportunities in
a diverse working environment.

   
partnerships, create integrated
      

&   
 ) 
      
to gain recognition.

STACEY SMITH MACE MACRO

SARA CAMPBELL BURBERRY

JO THOMAS ASSURITY CONSULTING

Attracting the best people, with a
diverse culture and breaking through
glass ceilings.

Contributing to an industry that
impacts all organisations & exploring
"    

Young people increasingly considering
the facilities industry as their potential
career paths.

JAMES BRADLEY MITIE

CHERYL-ANNE SANDERSON G4S

REBECCA HOUGHTON SERVEST

Unlocking the potential FM has to truly
  "#  
positive way.

&" ) 
don’t know what’s round
the corner.

The continuous growth and innovation
of facilities management proves a
prosperous future for our industry.

ANTONY LAW MITIE

ANA CANABARRO MITIE

CHRIS RICHARDSON KIER

Realisation – FM has a direct impact
on the productivity of our clients
employees.

Seeing FM teams embracing change as
the norm and being proactive about
innovation.

FM starting to now get priority within
clients business planning processes
opening up new opportunities.

SIMI GANDHI WHITIKER EMCOR

OWEN GOWER BILFINGER

LEWIS DOBSON KING

Working in a growing sector where
diversity coupled with huge potential
for individuals/companies co-exist!

The positive impact Whole-Life
thinking in FM can have on the UK
economy.

That FM can take you anywhere
around the world to achieve
your goals.

DANIEL OMENE UCL

CLAUDIA HALABI JLL

FIONA ALLEN STOCK EXCHANGE

Perfect platform to explore various
levels of corporate innovation and
 #  

Transforming workplaces into
 );   \   
environments.

The integrated use of technology
across various service lines and
functions to improve service delivery.

DANIEL HAWKINS CBRE

DAISY BLACK MITIE

DANIEL SCOTCHMER EMCOR

Seeing facilities management
becoming a career of choice that
impacts industrial & economic growth.

Hearing FM talked about as a
career of choice.

Potential - for the industry and that
residing inside of the people working
in it.

SHALENA BEGUM JLL

PLEUN VAN DEURSSEN INCENTIVE FM

CATHARINE BARRAS BAXTERSTOREY

I am loving the growing diversity
in FM and the support is second
to none.

Our profession is an ever changing
industry which cannot be excluded
from any substantial organisation.

Continually increasing engagement,
challenging convention and
supporting colleagues.

REYANA SEARLE JLL

JACK KENNEDY EDEN BROWN

CHARLOTTE CHEEMA KING

More Global IFM contracts &
opportunities this will bring to Young
Talent in the UK.

The ‘marriages’ of FM Service Provider
& Managing Agent; creating endless
opportunity for growth/development.

The constant evolution of new
     
        

NANA OSEI SERVEST

PETE BURNELL-JONES CBRE

The rapid growth within the sector
   

6      #
total FM services tailored to client’s
changing needs.

pareto fm

www.pareto-fm.co.uk
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CASE STUDY

WORKPLACE WEEK

A new chapter

for CIMA
^ _  "<   \% `  _{" 
18 workplace tours being organised for Workplace Week, the week-long showcase of workplace
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To book you place on the CIMA workplace
tour, or any other of the 18 tours taking
place during Workplace Week between 9th
and 13th November in aid of BBC Children
in Need, organised by AWA, visit
www.workplaceweek.com

Work2 Sit-Stand
desks & benches
The essential component for a healthy, high
performing workplace
KI’s newest desk and bench system allows you
to introduce the benefits of powered sit-stand
workstations to your workplace strategy in a
cost-effective, space efficient and practical way.
Flexible and retrofittable, Work2 sit-stand
workstations can be specified at fixed height,
sit-stand, or a blend of the two. Should future
requirements change, it can be quickly and
easily altered, one position at a time with
minimal disruption.
Designed & Manufactured in the UK

Made in UK

Work2 sit-stand benches alongside Work2 fixed height cantilever benches
H Series Perspex screens
Faveo 24/7 task chairs
SpaceStation mobile personal storage

Clean to the smallest detail
Data centres are fragile environments where the tiniest
particle can cause untold damage, and threaten the
integrity of your data. At 8 Solutions we have the expertise
not only to technically clean your facility, but also deliver a
range of services to identify, test and manage contaminants
to keep your data centre on the top line, all of the time.
www.8solutions.com

KI Europe
New Fetter Place
8-10 New Fetter Lane
London EC4A 1AZ
T 020 7404 7441
E workplace@kieurope.com
W www.kieurope.com
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HOLISTIC
COMPLIANCE

OPPORTUNITY

RESOURCE
WASTE

OUTPUT

PROCUREMENT

PRICE
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COST EFFECTIVE

RESOURCES
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My experience of procurement for waste and
    `  
stated aspiration to better manage resources. There
certainly hasn’t been the same level of innovation
in the procurement of waste and recycling services
    Q " 
Perhaps this is because waste isn’t perceived as sexy
or maybe it is just too low on the list of priorities.
We still see tender processes driven by pricing
waste in the most unimaginative ways, which is
       `
Yes we see other commentary in the procurement
documentation relating to an aspiration to
embrace innovation and be more ‘circular’. But the
reality is, when it comes to evaluating the service

providers’ solutions, cost is still king. To limit
opportunity further, cost is usually measured in
one dimension which is the price per service and
     #  
or almost never measures the cost of not changing
at all.
There are two important points to make at
this stage. Firstly, I do believe that this is always
the intended objective. Procurement teams are
accustomed to buying services in a particular way
  /      
specialist sector expertise) tend to edit and develop
the brief from the previous time they went to
market. Secondly I am not an idealistic tree hugger;
I recognise that we are talking about a commercial
environment, where businesses are operating to
tight margins and costs are under constant pressure
and scrutiny.

CHALLENGES
One of the main challenges we face is that there
is very little middle ground when it comes to how
‘waste’ material is viewed. It is either seen as
rubbish, which must be disposed of as cheaply as

possible or as a resource for which as much money
as possible must be obtained. There are however
other important and valuable variables to be
considered with regard to the way we manage our
resources. These are all too frequently marginalised
or overlooked completely through the onedimensional ‘digital’ procurement lens.
Take for example Marks & Spencer’s Plan A.
This is probably the best-known example of a
business having realised that their environmental
credentials can be a very powerful way to help
          "
management team had the foresight to develop
a set of challenging targets and then use these to
drive the development of new and innovative ways
to manage the waste they produced.
Ultimately, we need to take a more holistic
view of how we manage resources and encourage
contracts that support the development of genuine
partnerships between producers and their supply
chains and service providers. We also need to
     
of innovation, which are capable of delivering
substantially lower costs over the lifetime of the
contract. Still further, if we can avoid material
NOVEMBER 2015
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ever going in to a bin then perhaps it will
never become ‘waste’ and by default we’ll
view and manage it in a far more positive
fashion.
So is there an opportunity to change for
the better? I certainly believe that in many
cases, if we were prepared to tear up our
existing waste and recycling procurement
plans and start again then we would be
  
  
environmental and commercial
 '   
element of this is to
encourage unilateral
engagement
across the
business
as part of
a holistic
procurement
process.
Adopting
an approach
that is
inclusive of
Purchasing,
Operations,
Marketing, Finance
together with those
that have environmental
responsibility will help ensure that all
stakeholders’ objectives are met. It will
also help to avoid one of the key pitfalls
associated with implementing a new
system where key stakeholders have not
been consulted and business ‘buy-in’ has
either not been sought or attained. This
results in Facilities, Operations, Logistics or
another intrinsic function resisting or even
worse, working to undermine the solution
because they resent having something
imposed upon them, especially when it
impacts their day job and they cannot see
     

So why not try and source one provider
with responsibility for compliance and
cost control across the whole piece? This
approach is not without risk and the drive
for a low price – high volume service can
severely limit the quality and capability
of services that customers are receiving.
There is also some truth behind the saying
“jack of all trades, master of none” and
this approach can ultimately dilute the
innovation, personalisation and
 ;  
to radically improve
performance. Quite
simply no business
   

leading
service
across all FM
disciplines.
In addition
a solution
driven purely
by cost will
never be a
solution designed
to foster creativity and
deliver innovation. Yes
it will work, yes it will probably
represent what appears to be decent value,
but it will never be the optimum solution for
the customer.

Consolidation is one of the
" "
  "
 " '   "
    
 " 
 ”

CONSOLIDATION
Consolidation is one of the most dangerous
words you can hear when discussing the
development and implementation of
a new waste and recycling system. It is
understandable that a number of moving
parts in the external environment can seem
to present a challenge that is simply too
big to face up to. Consolidation to a single
Super FM provider in this instance can seem
like an obvious and simple solution. On the
face of it the ability to work with a single
FM provider, capable of providing all the
services required by a customer, is a pretty
compelling thought. The customer should
 #Q  # "
and the bundling of services gives the
service provider the scale that they need to
leverage improved cost control.
32
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KNOWLEDGE
+    `   
barrier to the procurement of a more
       
management systems. Very few companies
have detailed in-house procurement
knowledge of the sector. This, when coupled
#      
factors, results in the ubiquitous price
based decision. Whilst it is obviously not
practical for every business to have waste
and recycling ‘experts’ in their procurement
team there are things that we can do to help
improve awareness and understanding.
This might involve inviting the appropriate
people to attend approved courses like
the CIWM’s Foundation or Advanced level
 6    )
procurement professionals can understand
how and why waste should be managed
   )     
on how this can reduce costs and aid
regulatory compliance and ultimately help
empower them to understand the options
available for their business and make
better decisions. There is also the potential
for businesses to work with ‘experts’ and
    
waste and resource management strategy.
This can be undertaken as a cross business

exercise. Once this is complete the
procurement team can transpose this in
to a brief, which they can take to market.
There is also an argument that we
` #    # \
end of the process and produce a very
  Q "    
is perhaps reasonable if you have an
excellent end-to-end understanding of
the waste management sector. If this is
not the case, then all this really does is
limit the potential of the system you put
in place. Instead, businesses would be
better advised to focus on the output or
outcomes that they are aspiring to and
see what the experts can do to help them
meet these objectives. Of course this may
result in some work needing to be done
to identify the right group of suppliers to
talk to (not just the biggest or the ones
with the biggest marketing budgets) but
by being clear on what you want it will
help (and in some cases force) suppliers
to innovate and create systems capable
of meeting these needs. One thing it will
certainly do is to help businesses avoid
ending up with a system that is more
designed to meet the capability and
capacity of the service provider than the
customer themselves.
Finally, and this is a really important
point, it is important to make sure that
you “buy to a strategy and not just
a deadline”. The reality is that most
businesses review their service (and
go out to market) solely because their
current contract has run its term. The
result is a reactive or at best tactical
& #  
the market both when you have time on
your side and with the objective to secure
   )  
will help your business progress towards
a clear set of goals set out in a bespoke
waste and recycling strategic plan.
So to conclude I genuinely believe
that businesses that are prepared to
disregard what has gone before and
adopt an openness to change can
enjoy a new way of working. They will
 #   
business objectives, optimised for
the materials they produce and the
processes they employ. This willingness
to change, coupled with a focus on
the desired outputs, will facilitate a
radical change in the way we manage
resources and has the potential to unlock
a host of commercial, reputational and
         
happen however we will need to adopt
a more positive mindset that engages
procurement as an agent for integrating
cross functional change and not as a one
dimensional price review mechanism.

CHSA - delivering for its members.

E
T TH
BEA EATS
CH ORE
BEF BUY
YOU

Our standard. Your guarantee.
The Manufacturing Standards Accreditation
Schemes for Soft Tissue, Plastic Refuse Sacks and
Industrial Cotton Mops guarantee:

www.chsa.co.uk
Freephone 0800 243919

Not sure which cleaning
contractor can deliver
what you really need?
We can help you.
Only i-Clean has independently measured the
performance of over 200 providers across 5000+
commercial sites and can tell you who really can!
    
mid-contract we can improve your provider’s
performance by an average of 27.5%.

Clients include:

Call us now on 01684 580 680 or visit www.i-clean.info

070715
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STORAGE

ROCK
BOTTOM
RECORDS

Deep under the ground in Cheshire, somewhere between
Crewe and Northwich, Compass Minerals operates the
UK’s biggest rock salt mine. But hidden away amongst
the 185km worth of tunnels, 150m down into the ground,
there is one of the country’s most interesting storage
 ! "
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W

henever you hear, see or think about salt
being sprinkled on roads at winter, perhaps
you should think about Compass Minerals. There is
a good chance that the salt in question came from
their site in the North West where a rich vein of salt
rock runs underneath the Irish Sea.
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At present DeepStore has the UK’s largest PD5454
compliant storage and records management facility,
with over 1.8 million square metres of available space.”
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GOING
UNDERGROUND
 FOUNDED 1998
 150M UNDERGROUND
 FILLS 3.25 MILLION CUBIC FEET
 COVERS AN AREA THE SIZE OF 700
FOOTBALL PITCHES
 STORE TRADITIONAL HARD
COPY FILES, MAGNETIC MEDIA,
PHOTOGRAPHIC NEGATIVES,
ARCHAELOGICAL ARTEFACTS AND
ALTERNATIVE MEDIA
 TEMPERATURE REMAINS A
CONSTANT 15 DEGREES CENTIGRADE
 HUMIDITY IN THE MINE REMAINS AT
60 PER CENT
 120,000 BOXES BELONGING TO
OVER 1,000 CLIENTS STORED
WITHIN THE MINE
 CLIENTS INCLUDE THE NATIONAL
ARCHIVES, CAMBRIDGE CITY
COUNCIL AND CROSSRAIL
 COMPASS MINERALS MINES
OVER A MILLION TONNES OF
SALT EVERY YEAR
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PERFORMANCE

YOU CAN RELY ON

Working
at height
safely
Truck and
track mount
hire available
nationally

DETACHABLE
CABLE

INTRODUCING THE NEW

SEBO EVOLUTION
Made in Germany.
Built to last.
Powerful performance
Easy maintenance
High filtration
Easy to use
Quiet

01494 465533 
www.sebo.co.uk

visit wilsonaccess.co.uk
call 0844 288 9338
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VERSATILE LIGHTING
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With the LED revolution currently
sweeping through the market, the
lighting industry is rapidly changing.
The new emphasis on energy saving,
largely driven by legislation (such
as the phasing out of incandescent
lamps) and the well-informed
facilities managers, is leading to
the development of some excellent
products. The changing capabilities of
LEDs mean they can be used in a wider
variety of applications and do not just
have to be thought of as a solution for
office blocks and retail environments.
Extreme environments can also benefit
from LED…
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Luminaires chosen for cold stores
should be resilient to avoid damage
to the light source and be amply
protected against the freezing
conditions - IP65 rated and above
is essential. They should be fit
for purpose; products need to
be able to operate at extremely
low temperatures. An important
consideration is access and the cost
of maintenance, so selecting LED
minimises the need for regular and
frequent maintenance.

">$&!>!
A wide variety of tasks are performed
in open areas of warehouses, so it is
important to understand the different
uses of the space to ensure the
correct levels of lighting. Factors to be
considered include, colour rendering
to enable workers to see effectively
in production areas and maintenance
requirements, to avoid costly
downtimes.
When using LED lighting in these
areas it is important to understand
how the space is used and how
frequently, this will enable luminaires
to be utilised for maximum efficiency
and safety. Ensuring a good level of
vertical illuminance is one of the main
considerations when designing the
lighting scheme alongside providing
good levels of illumination on the
horizontal plane to help read control
panels and labels on boxes. An LED
Lighting scheme should be flexible to
allow for easy repositioning if there are
future changes to the use of the space.

Who do you think needs help
evacuating your building?

The truth is anyone might need some help in an emergency.
That’s why the Evacusafe range of chairs and mattress are designed
to assist any person with a mobility impairment safely and
securely down the stairs in just such an event.
Contact us today on 01256 332723 or
email info@evacusafe.net to discuss
what’s the best solution for your business.

9 Devonshire Business Park, Knights Park Road, Basingstoke, Hampshire. RG22 4UU.
Tel: 01256 332723 Email: info@evacusafe.net Fax: 01256 332823 Web: www.evacusafe.net
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ALTRO FLOORING AND WALL CLADDING
ON CUTTING EDGE OF EXCELLENCE AT NEW
UNIVERSITY SCIENCE CENTRE

SOUGHT AFTER AWARD FOR BEST SME
BUSINESS GOES TO FUTURES SUPPLIES

!  7  
cladding are providing a total,
high-level solution of hygiene,
safety and contemporary
style at a new state-of-theart science and engineering
centre at the University of
Wolverhampton.
Designed and equipped to
  ;
and research facilities to
future scientists, the new
<=>? @ % J  !  & %
  !  Q X  Y 7 !  Z =>
7 
The University’s maintenance manager, Neil Howells, comments: “We are
  [ #!     7 
design of the building, providing vision and opportunity for our students. We
are sure that the choices made by the architects will prove as practical as they
are aesthetically pleasing — early indications appear to support this viewpoint.
“Phase One of the build has been in use since September 2014, and the
products have been performing well in that time. Feedback from our cleaning
and maintenance team has also been very positive, with no problems, and the
7    % \

Futures Supplies & Support Services Ltd has
been crowned the best SME business in Croydon,
having recently won the coveted award at the
‘Croydon Business Excellence Awards 2015’.
Futures Supplies was set up in 1995 by
entrepreneur Mandie Kemp and in the last two
decades, Mandie has established the company
as a pioneer, innovator and leader within the
cleaning industry. The company is well respected
and a major player in distributing washroom,
cleaning and janitorial products. Remaining
independent, the family run business whose
ethos is deliver service, quality, value, reliability, with environmental
consideration through technology and innovation, never forgets the customer
  
More than 300 companies attended the Croydon Business Excellence
Awards Gala Dinner black tie event to hear the best of the best announced.
Award winning Futures Supplies celebrating its twentieth anniversary this
year, was crowned the winner for demonstrating pro-active leadership and
management, a commitment to the local community and green initiatives, a
strong training and development
     
performance results, clear, concise
and impactful plan for sustained
growth, as well as innovation and
  

 www.altro.co.uk

 www.futures-supplies.co.uk

STRATUS TECHNOLOGIES AND ARROW OCS
ANNOUNCE DEAL TO EXTEND REACH AND
AVAILABILITY OF ‘ALWAYS-ON’ SOFTWARE
SOLUTIONS IN MANUFACTURING AND
BUILDING SECURITY INDUSTRIES

COMMERCIAL BUILDING PROJECTS OFFERED
FREE SUPPORT PACKAGE TO BUILD TO LATEST
SUSTAINABLE STANDARD

Stratus Technologies, Inc., the leading provider of availability solutions,
announced that from October 2015, Arrow OCS will include the company’s
Q \ "` # `   7
)   ' }%0     
capabilities for automation and building security systems, will be supported
0  ; 7   
in the launch markets of the UK, Nordics, Netherlands, Italy, France, Spain,
Germany, Greece and Turkey.
'  6#)   )7)0  ) )
“We’re thrilled to be working with one of the world’s largest technology
  Q \ "`        
of server for mission critical functions in the manufacturing, process and
building securities sectors.
Where unplanned downtime
    
  )     )
reputation or employee safety,
'      
customers a fully integrated and
supported solution.”

 www.stratus.com
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Developers interested in
building a small commercial
project to cutting-edge
sustainable design levels can
   
support package from SaintGobain.
The company has
developed the Multi-Comfort
standard, based on Passive House standards, which has a holistic approach to
occupier comfort, factoring in thermal, audio, visual and indoor air comfort, plus
       
Now Saint-Gobain is looking to support a small number of exemplar projects
to capture data and prove the concept.
# ] ;^  ['(    
new sports and drama hall at a leading private school and the company is also
supporting exemplar projects in the health building and self-build sectors.
#  % _
`     
the Passive House Tradesperson Course, accredited by the Passivhaus Institut.
Stacey Temprell, residential sector director at Saint-Gobain UK & Ireland,
commented: “Building to Multi-Comfort standards will mean minimal changes
to designs, no additional cost of construction and no more time on site. The
 ] ;^         \
 www.multicomfort.co.uk/exemplar-projects
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Your Career, Our Courses
Leading FM Training Provider for over 20 years

+44 (0)20 7404 4440
info@bifm-training.co.uk | www.bifm-training.com
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HANDS-FREE INDUSTRIAL LABEL PRINTER
SAVES TIME AND MONEY

MILLIKEN PUBLISHES INAUGURAL FLOOR
COVERING DIVISION SUSTAINABILITY REPORT

Epson’s LabelWorks LW-Z900FK is ideal for demanding environments thanks to
a rugged design and Pick & Print automation.
Automated and fast label printing, cost-saving options, and hands-free
operation make Epson’s new industrial-grade LabelWorks LW-Z900FK a musthave for jobs in demanding environments.
Ideally suited to installers, maintenance contractors, builders and plumbers,
| & %|&;}~@(       
labelling electrics, cabling, including audio/video cables, data communications
"       
and construction sites.
A unique Pick & Print function enables the LW-Z900FK to print the next
label in a pre-set series when it detects that a user has ‘picked’ the previous
label – this is combined with
automatic full and half cutting.
Hands-free operation is made
possible by an automatic cutter
that cuts full or half-size labels,
and magnets that can be used
to hold the printer onto steel
surfaces. Text entry is made
easier by a central keyboard
– alternatively a PC keyboard
can be used while using
$|    
The LabelWorks LW-Z900FK is
available from December 2015.

] %$7    
       
transparency and detailed insight into the
company’s global operations and product
  #   % 
    
Milliken will progress toward 2020 resource
reduction goals.
“To Milliken, success is grounded in
intentional environmental stewardship and
has been for more than a century,” noted
Jim McCallum, president of the global
] %7   #  
  
holistic approach to sustainability that we
set for our company to create innovations that ‘do good’ for the world.”
Material issues addressed include: chemical and human health impacts,
recycled content and recyclability, resource consumption, supply chain
impacts of products and employer of choice.
Notably, the report meets the requirements of LEED V.4 MRc3 credit
and precedes advancements across multiple components of Milliken’s
sustainability program, which will be announced throughout the remainder
of 2015.
To download the Milliken Floor Covering Division Sustainability Report, visit:
www.millikencarpet.com/en-gb/sustainability/Documents/Milliken_Floor_
Covering_Division_Sustainability_Report.pdf

 http://eco.epson.com/

 www.millikencarpet.com

 01442 261144

 leonie.toal@epson.eu

ANDREWS EXPANDS FAST CHILL HIRE FLEET
'  % @    #% V% 
      ;    
is called upon across all sectors of the food and drinks industry.
When in-house
cooling plant
 
line for routine
maintenance
or emergency
repair, chiller hire
`  
option available
to preserve the
quality of stored
 #
these emergency
situations an
extremely fast
response is
| %     '  % @ #
such applications, providing a faster, more economical solution.
The great appeal is a simple plug and play installation concept, once on
site the chiller will be ready to run in minutes.
Andrews Chiller Hire,part of the Andrews Sykes Group, has invested
    #% V    # 
 XV )  [X    
*+    #      \
within four hours, anytime, any day.
 www.andrews-sykes.com
 shdinternalsales@andrews-sykes.com
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8 SOLUTIONS DELIVERS TECHNICAL
SOLUTIONS OVERSEAS
A Spanish data centre that was experiencing high levels of white dust within
its data halls that was threatening the integrity of its IT equipment has had
the problem solved, thanks to a complete package of technical cleaning
solutions from 8 Solutions.
The data centre, in mainland Spain, called in 8 Solutions to solve the
mystery of where the dust was coming from and how it could be prevented.
Technicians from 8 Solutions visited the site to take samples of the
contamination that were then sent for laboratory analysis.
            
    #        
stop the spread of the contamination across the site,” explains David Hogg, 8
Solutions managing director.
“We then produced an in-depth delivery plan and, within a week, a
##
technicians were
on-site to perform the
technical deep clean.
This involved cleaning
the customer’s live IT
equipment in order to
remove contamination
and return the room
to the prescribed
level of cleanliness of
ISO14644-1 class 7.”

 www.8solutions.com
 +44 (0) 845 602 3075
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RP ADAM SIGNS HISTORIC NEW DEAL IN
KINGDOM OF SAUDI ARABIA

WILSON ACCESS TRUCK MOUNTS HELP TO
INSTALL GIANT GRAPHIC AT O2 ARENA

RP Adam Ltd announces
the conclusion of
negotiations and the
   #
new Trademark and
Manufacturing License
Agreement with
Abudawood Industrial
Company for the
manufacture of Arpal
branded chemical products in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia. This historic
deal serves to further cement the long-standing relationship between the
Adam and Abudawood families.
Robin Leith, managing director says, “Having spent seven years living in
0  U V")& #       
  #8')    

 ¡V 9   )@ 
Abudawood was a competitor and a close friend and it says a lot about this
   ) ; #  [X\  ) 
sit down and sign another one.”
The Saudi marketplace for institutional and industrial cleaning chemicals
is huge. There will be Arpal KSA branded industrial chemicals targeted at
the construction, oil & gas, and mining sectors along with maintenance and
   #    )  # 
care, kitchen hygiene and building services cleaning.

 % & !7  
help install a giant 40m x 30m graphic at the 02 Arena in London.
Exhibition and retail graphics specialists Verve Display Ltd hired the Wumag
WT530, together with a Wumag WT450, and two Wilson Access truck mount
operators to put up the Budweiser graphic.
Verve display director Simon Perkes said: “Because the graphic was
mounted inside the Arena we carried out the work overnight so as not to
inconvenience visitors. The Wilson Access operators did a brilliant job working
with our six installers and pulled out all the stops to get the job completed. The
  %    
~ \
The truck mounts hired by Verve Display have maximum reach heights of
53m and 45m, with horizontal outreach of 38.30m and 27.50m.

 www.rpadam.co.uk

 www.wilsonaccess.co.uk

 max.adam@rpadam.co.uk

SWINGING SIXTIES PROPERTY PORTFOLIO
MANAGED SUCCESSFULLY FOR 50 YEARS
BY ADAIR PAXTON
Leeds Estate Agent, Adair Paxton, has realised
     #   "# #U[
6  U ]X# 
£UU)VVV)  )   
  # 
successfully concluded a golden partnership
throughout the years of investment.
The portfolio owner, Michael Sharman, a
retired Yorkshire solicitor, appreciates that by
its competent handling, Adair Paxton has made
him a tidy sum over the years.
6%  -&%0)' :; ()
says “It is extremely satisfying for us to have
  # #XV 
ultimately bring our client a very worthwhile

Adair Paxton’s core activities are at the heart
#    
service charge management, residential and
commercial property management, residential
and commercial agency, lettings and rent
reviews. It has a specialism of Leasehold
reform, boundaries and development sites, and
operates throughout Yorkshire and beyond.
 www.adairpaxton.co.uk
 bruce@adairpaxton.co.uk

[L-R] Bruce Collinson, Michael Marchant, Nicola
Thompson and Guy
Roberts, Adair Paxton;
Michael Sharman, [centre]
commemorating 50 years
of their professional,
   
relationship.

Harehills Property, Leeds

 0113 239 5773

ACCOUNT WIN IS FULL OF BEANZ FOR TARGET
ISS selects Target
to provide a fully
automated contract
management system
for their Heinz UK
Account.
The contract tasks
Target with the role
of providing what is
termed as the most
advanced contract
management system in
the UK. Called Accord,
the system will provide ISS with instant control and compliance over their
contracts and information management processes.
By providing the Heinz account team with a smoother and paperless
environment the Accord system is so advanced it doesn’t miss a thing enabling
the team to manage contract data and information, document control, and
internal contract communication whilst avoiding data risks - all at the touch of
a button.
The Accord system enables improved contracts and supplier management
for procurement and purchasing departments, to gain instant compliance and
      
Providing business management systems globally since 2010 to companies
such as Coca-Cola Enterprises, Kier Group and Decathlon. Target specialise in
     
      
businesses face.
 www.targetis.co.uk
 01226 212 056
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SARACEN CELEBRATES ITS FIRST FORAY
INTO FITNESS AND LEISURE PROPERTY

NEW TESTER PROVIDES QUICK AND EASY
DIAGNOSIS OF EV CHARGEPOINT PROBLEMS

Saracen Interiors has
  
 
leisure contract for The
Wellbeing Space, a yoga,
pilates and therapy
centre based in Farnham.
The £85,000 complete
  [
awarded based on
the commitment
and professionalism
demonstrated by Saracen in the early stages of the tender process and the
company’s creative space planning, which maximised the use of all available
space, including the basement area.
# [    %   
      
and refurbishment of the building which had previously been a children’s play
and activity centre.
All work was completed within four weeks, to a tight deadline imposed
     
     
     7    
 %    #  
and installed all furniture and signage, refurbished the ceilings in the studios,
(maintaining the integrity of the old wood), and painted all rooms.

The growing popularity of electric vehicles (EVs) and hybrids puts even more
emphasis on the ability of the power charging infrastructure to operate
    
To meet this need, a new easy to use specialist test and diagnostic tool
has been introduced that is capable of carrying out comprehensive validation
  !^      
equipment (EVSE).
The hand held EV100 tester from Seaward carries out all of the tests to
ensure that EVSE operates correctly and safely at the time of installation
and as part of any ongoing periodic maintenance schedules, in accordance
with IEC 61851.
!      
from the charge point is retained in the unit and can be transferred to a
mobile Android app
using NFC wireless
communications.
This comprehensive
technical data can
then be quickly
sent to a specialist
engineer or head
  
full remote fault
diagnosis and
records management
purposes.

 www.saraceninteriors.com

 www.seaward.co.uk/EV100

CROMWELL EXTENDS WASHROOM RANGE

W LUCY & CO ACQUIRES CROMPTON
GREAVES’ (CG) EQUITY INTERESTS IN CG
LUCY SWITCHGEAR LTD

Cromwell Polythene has extended its washroom range with the introduction
of a white LDPE saddle bag for the discreet disposal of feminine hygiene and
other sanitary waste. Measuring 159mm (six inches) wide when open and
=    
ease of use.
Supplied block headed in 50’s, the bags are packed 20 heads per carton of
1,000. Like all Cromwell products, they come with a minimum guaranteed net
box weight.
The sanitary bag (Cromwell code 22790) provides an alternative to the
company’s Sansafe antimicrobial and scented liners, which make use of a
"       
process, to provide powerful round-the-clock protection against harmful
bacteria. A subtle
lemon scent
additive eliminates
unpleasant odours,
both inside and
outside the liners.
“Research among
our cleaning and
janitorial distributor
network highlighted
the need for a
competitively priced
product, which
meets our quality and sustainability standards,” says managing director
| &     
providing a useful addition to our washroom range.”
 www.cromwellpolythene.co.uk
 info@cromwellpolythene.co.uk
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W Lucy & Co Ltd has announced it has acquired all CG’s equity interests in CG
Lucy Switchgear Ltd, an Indian company.
Following the acquisition, the company will be wholly owned by W Lucy &
Co Ltd and will form part of the Group’s medium voltage, secondary power
distribution business unit, Lucy Electric. The deal forms part of Lucy Electric’s
strategy to grow its business in developing markets and will allow the company
to meet the growing demand for electrical infrastructure equipment and the
development of Smart Grid projects in India. CG Lucy Switchgear customers
    |   $  
portfolio to the current range, including the extensive range of automation
products and services.
Crompton Greaves will continue to distribute RMU products in India.
Based in Nasik, India, CG Lucy Switchgear was founded in 1994 as a joint
venture between Crompton Greaves Ltd, India and W Lucy & Co Ltd. Today the
company is a leading manufacturer and distributor of ring main units (RMUs)
and the largest manufacturer of SF6 gas insulated vacuum RMUs in India.

 www.lucygroup.com
 julie.whitham@wlucy.com

FMJ.CO.UK
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READING COLLEGE USES TANKTRONIC TO
ENSURE SAFE HEALTHY WATER FOR STUDENTS
UTC Reading
is a University
Technical College
 
computer science
and engineering
courses to up
to 600 students,
aged 14-19 years.
The college
is provided with
      ;7 %  
uninterrupted supply of drinking quality water.
During term time, demand is at its highest so the challenge is to ensure a
constant supply throughout the building at all times. That demand obviously
      
in the tank remains healthy. The water tank at UTC Reading is divided into two
chambers.
]  || ( 7    
         7   
within the building. The decision was made to install Tanktronic (TT43 and
TT15) as the preferred option for both managing water quality and to act as
    7 % 
Where required, it can be integrated into a building management system to
alert the management team to any changes in the stored water. It also has a
calendar (holiday) setting so that they can vary tank capacity to match demand.
 www.keraflo.co.uk

 0118 921 9920

KI’S MAESTRO THE PREFERRED CHOICE
FOR NEW £13M ISTEM CENTRE AT
PRESTON’S COLLEGE
KI have supplied Preston’s College
with 265 Maestro chairs in six
colours, along with 84 removable
tablet arms for their brand new
£13M iSTEM Centre (innovation &
science, technology, engineering
and mathematics).
Working with independent
interior architecture & FFE
specialists SpaceZero, the College
required robust, good looking
chairs available in colours that
would match their interior scheme.
Lightweight, comfortable and
virtually indestructible, Maestro
chairs are covered by a 10 year
warranty. Stackable to 38 high
on a transport dolly, they are
 "      
and assembly areas. The optional, removable tablet arm can be added for
;        
Its polypropylene seat shell is available in 20 standard colours, while the wire
        
Upholstery options are available for the seat and backrest.
 www.kieurope.com

 info@keraflo.co.uk

 020 7404 7441

M2G DELIVERS SAVINGS ACROSS
RENFREWSHIRE COUNCIL ESTATE

ENTERPRISING BUSINESSWOMAN
IN LINE FOR TOP AWARD



installation
of Sabien’s
[8  
optimisation
controls to
77 boilers
across the
Renfrewshire
Council estate,
0          
the levels of cost savings being achieved. Using the Council’s consumption
data and regional degree day data an average reduction of gas consumption
of around 14 per cent with a 1.7 year payback was calculated.
          [8#
part of the Council’s current Carbon Management Plan, which has been
    -7   0 ')   
on an earlier Carbon Management Plan, which achieved a carbon reduction
#[¡X 
Craig Doogan, energy team Leader for Renfrewshire Council, explained:
“We are continually evaluating opportunities to further reduce energy
consumption and recognised that boiler dry cycling was a potential
 [8  |   
   \    %*0*
analysis provided by Sabien clearly indicates the savings being achieved are
in line with our expectations.”

'        \    
cleaning services for the facilities management industry – is in the running
for a top award.
Simone Hart, managing director of Stirling-based Perfect Service
0  )   #07#![VUX 6 9 
Scotland.
Open to professional women across Scotland, the Awards celebrate the
success of female entrepreneurs and their companies.
Perfect Service Solutions,
who specialise in ventilation
hygiene solutions for a range of
facilities management clients,
was founded by Ms Hart and her
#7    [VV]
#   #
strength to strength and seen a
steady increase in its turnover in
recent years. Ms Hart says: “It’s
an honour to be recognised by
the BWS judges.
“Making the awards’ shortlist
    
    
  
   
the past year.”

 www.sabien-tech.co.uk

 www.perfectservicesolutions.co.uk

 reduceCO2@sabien-tech.co.uk

 020 7993 3696

 PSS_Ltd

 enquiries@perfectservicesolutions.co.uk  0800 019 7794
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HAMPSHIRE SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY
PARK ANNOUNCES SENIOR COMMERCIAL
APPOINTMENT

OCS IS PART OF THE GOVERNMENT’S
CROWN COMMERCIAL SERVICE FACILITIES
SERVICES AGREEMENT

Langstone Technology Park has strengthened its senior commercial team with
the appointment of Todd LePage as location manager.
Todd is employed by national facilities and property management
specialists, Fasset Ltd that has been the sole property and facilities
management company at the 40-acre business park, for over 15 years.
LePage will head up the 80-strong Customer Service Delivery Team that
encompasses housekeeping, security, logistics, postal and reception services;
   Q ^   
As the main tenant liaison he takes responsibility for delivering an
       #  
extends to sales and commercial enquiries where he will work closely with
     "  
LePage has a wealth of experience within the leisure industry where
he has held senior
operational, management
and leadership roles;
combining commercial
acumen with customer
engagement and
satisfaction. Most recently,
LePage was Spa director at
Grayshott Leisure Ltd, the
award winning luxury spa
destination.

OCS Group
UK Limited
has been
appointed to
the new Crown
Commercial
Service (CCS)
Facilities
Management
Framework.
The company
has been awarded framework status for Lot 1, Total Facilities Management in
a Joint Venture with Galliford Try Facilities Management under the name of
Sigma Support Services, where OCS is the lead voice.
^Q    %  |Q@ 
Management.
The framework began in August 2015 and will apply to Central Government
buildings across the United Kingdom over the next four years.
Bob Taylor, CEO of OCS’s Public Sector, Healthcare and Infrastructure
Division, commented: “OCS is delighted to be part of the CCS’s exciting
and dynamic new approach to delivering facilities services. This award is a
testament to our company’s commitment to providing excellent facilities
services and added value to our customers. It is an important milestone for
OCS’s expanding public sector services.”

 www.fasset.co.uk

 www.ocs.co.uk

FIGHT FATIGUE THIS
WINTER WITH PERFECT
DAY LIGHT FROM LUCTRA
As the days draw in and light begins to fade,
 '+     
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The natural colour of daylight stimulates the
production of melatonin and serotonin. These
     )[~\)
       
people’s sleeping and eating patterns. The colour

and intensity of
daylight changes
over the course
#[~\
and can have

 
 
two hormones.
The changes
of light colour
provided by
the LUCTRA family of lamps are able to remedy
       
human biorhythm, ensuring individuals are able to
sleep well and feel more rested when carrying out
      #
LUCTRA is able to closely replicate daylight, with
its cold white and warm white LEDS that produce
    #U)VVV;  
     [)ZVV
 ])XVV+ 

 www.luctra.co.uk
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be controlled via The VITACORE app, capable of
 [~\   | 
to suit each user’s personal circadian rhythm
    |  )   
simulates the natural change of light during
the day. The settings can be adjusted to suit an
individual’s taste at any time, all via a simple
graphical user interface.

 enquiries@luctra-uk.com
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CHARITY

SHOOTING STAR CHASE
The FM team from Channel 4 Corporate Services tried their
hand at running a charity shop for the day to raise over £23,000
for Shooting Star Chase.
The team took on the children’s hospice charity’s Apprentice
Shop Challenge to help raise money for babies, children and
young people with life-limiting conditions, and their families.
Following a visit by Julie Kortens, head of corporate services
at Channel 4, to Christopher’s, the Shooting Star Chase
children’s hospice in Guildford, the team adopted the charity as
its Charity of the Year.
As well as taking part in the Apprentice Shop Challenge, the
team were able to utilise their maintenance skills to help with
repairs at the charity’s nine shops.
Sylvia La Porte, corporate relationship manager at Shooting Star Chase, said: “At Shooting Star
Chase we support families from diagnosis to end of life and throughout bereavement with a range
of nursing, practical, emotional and medical care. Our bespoke support is free of charge to families
and available 365 days a year but in order to be able to provide this vital support we must raise £10
million each year and we rely on our supporters’ generosity to achieve this.
“Our corporate partnerships are a vital part of our fundraising network and we were delighted to
welcome Julie and the FM Team from Channel 4 Corporate Services on board. Their support has
helped raise vital funds and the skills and time they were able to donate has been invaluable.
9        #6&#

Julie’s appointment as chair and are very grateful to receive further donations following the very
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experience to our supporters so they get as much out of the partnership as we do.
“Any organisation large or small can have a positive impact on the lives of people in their
     ) 6& % ~
have done in choosing Shooting Star Chase, and we hope that many more follow in their footsteps.”

For more information about Shooting Star Chase visit shootingstarchase.org.uk

CHSA MEMBERS RAISE £8,500
FOR CANCER CHARITY
Members and sponsors of the
Cleaning & Hygiene Suppliers
Association (CHSA) have
raised £8,500 in 2015 for
the Chairman’s Charity,
The Helping Treat Cancer
Together Committee, which
helps cancer patients with

treatment costs the NHS will
not fund where the patient’s
doctors believe there is
a reasonable chance the
treatment will provide a cure,
prolong life expectancy or
improve quality of life.
The CHSA has raised the
funds through its highlight
events, which include
its Annual Golf Day and
Charity Ball. The Charity
Ball took place in May at
the Tara Copthorne Hotel in
Kensington and the Golf Day
took place at Rudding Park in
September.
Stephen Harrison, chairman
of the CHSA and managing
director of Harrison Wipes
commented:
“We’re very proud to raise
money for charity and each

year we pick a charity with
which there is a personal
connection for someone
within the CHSA or one that is
relatively small and so would
really benefit from the support
we can provide.
“The Helping Treat Cancer
Together Committee is in
the second category. It’s a
small charity that makes a big
difference to the lives of those
it is able to help.
“Yet again this year our
members have shown their
generosity. The money they
have contributed will make
a real difference to people
whose treatment is no longer
being funded by the NHS. We
are extremely grateful for
every single donation, large
and small.”

EMCOR UK “TOUR DE
WELLBEING” FINALE
RAISES £60,000+ FOR
BREAST CANCER CARE
Facilities management provider, EMCOR UK has
raised more than £60,000 for breast cancer awareness
and screening – surpassing its goal of £55,000,
representing the 55,000 people diagnosed with breast
cancer in the UK annually – in addition to raising
awareness of for the importance of breast cancer
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– a virtual cycling race.
The announcement was made 2 October, 2015 at
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team, and was awarded £1,000 to donate to the
 #  & ) UXV
  #  )   
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suppliers, partners and customers.
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and including EMCOR UK employees, participated
in 55-minute virtual cycling heats in the Tour de
Wellbeing held 4-26 July, 2015.
Keith Chanter, CEO, EMCOR UK, who opened the 2
} 9   ) 
“EMCOR UK’s support for breast cancer awareness
and screening spans more than a decade – it’s a cause
very close to our hearts. The £60,000+ raised by Tour
9      7%}-*+6
Cancer Care, thanks to our employees, customers,
and suppliers that help make us the business we are.
This is particularly gratifying to bring all these aspects
together and see EMCOR UK’s Tour de Wellbeing
become a major success in its inaugural year.”
0-)#  )6
Cancer Care, said: “We’re incredibly grateful for the
support of everyone at EMCOR UK, and want to say a
huge thank you! Raising £60,000 in under a year is a
fantastic achievement, and they’ve been highlighting
vital messages about being breast aware too. All
  # #  
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GATES SECURES DIRECTOR OF OPERATIONS ROLE AT NVIRO

ISS APPOINTS NEW GROUP COO

Nviro has strengthened its senior team with
the appointment of James Gates as operations
director.
An experienced senior manager who has
worked in operational roles for several major FM
providers, Gates has also advised businesses as a
management consultant.
Y  +   
account director for Interserve, having previously
held senior positions at Norland Managed Services
Ltd, Programme Management Ltd and Inn House
Services Ltd.

New MD at Axis Security
The Axis Group of Companies has promoted David Mundell to
managing director of the Axis Security business.
Mundell, who will report directly to the Group CEO
Jonathan Levine, will be responsible for further strengthening
the company’s position as a foremost provider of manned
         
regional, national and international clients. The company
has grown from a standing start to turn over more than £60
million, and is part of a Group that has doubled in size over the
last three years.

ISS has announced the appointment of Martin Gaarn
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operations.
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25th & 26th January 2016 | Radisson Blu Hotel, London Stansted

In this ever changing environment, all companies need to source sustainable FM services, products and
solution providers that offer the best value for money. At the Forum, you can find them quickly and efficiently.
Through a series of pre-arranged face-to-face meetings, we provide the ultimate platform to create
new business relationships between FM professionals and industry product and service providers.

For further information, please contact Mick Bush on 01992 374100
or email mick.bush@forumevents.co.uk
Media & Industry Partners:
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CAREER LADDER
Facilities Management is known to be a career
Name: Carl Glassar
Current role:
Facilities manager – Samsung
Electronics (UK) Ltd
Born: Windlesham, Surrey
Lives: Camberley, Surrey

?

I was lucky enough to have been
     
handyman, for The BOC Group Plc

!      
   %   
where I learnt a great deal of expertise
in graphic design & computing.
My line manager at the time was the
support service manager, who retired
  $ 
The facilities manager called me in
   
was ready for management, I accepted
almost instantly, this was to be my
biggest career move.
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In 1986 I was introduced in to the
facilities management world. The
facilities manager at the time had a
fantastic team, and almost felt like a
family. At the age of 16 I knew I wanted
to be part of this world and make a
  

I have been on a number of training
courses throughout my career, but
most of my training and expertise has
come from my 30 years’ experience in
facilities management.

? What made you choose FM as
  Z

I was asked in one of my interviews if I
played golf, to which I replied “Yes.”
I was then asked to show in simulation
my swing? So I did…

   +   Z

I started my working life learning to be
a landscape gardener. I started working
at the age of 13 at weekends. Once I
     
became full time.
?    +  
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I was inspired by my facilities manager;
he was a very good coach. Everything
that was carried out on a day-to-day
basis had a purpose; nothing was ever
carried out without a reason.
? How did you progress through
        Z
Z   
opening became available within
the reprographic team, the facilities
    
I accepted with great delight, this was
   %
suit, it was one of the most proudest
moments of my life.
!    
of stationery buyers became available,
again I applied for this role and was
successful, at this stage I had no idea
that I was working my way through the
facilities training program.

? What was your worst ever
interview

? What was the best job that you
  Z
Once the facilities managers role
became available I was asked to stand
     
experienced manager. Unfortunately
the company felt I wasn’t ready to take
this on full time at this time.
? What is your greatest
contribution to the FM sector, or
    Z
Apart from a new restaurant Fitout
  
    
over the UK & Ireland, I would have to
say that my greatest contribution was
the winter of 2013.
I turned up on site one morning
>

that people fall into from other sectors. In
this regular column, FMJ chats to a facilities
professional about how they got into the
sector and takes a look at their career path.
This month we talk to Carl Glassar from
Samsung Electronics (UK) Ltd
completely under snow, it wasn’t
    
access the site, so it would mean the
building would need to be closed.
!     
the snow, I called my gritting supplier,
I asked him if he could supply JCBs
in order to clear the snow, within 25
minutes two units turned up and
cleared approx. 440 parking spaces.
? What’s changed most since you
 QYZ
The biggest change in the FM sector
which I have seen is the increase in the
working hour. What used to be a 37
hour week, has now turned in to a 50
hour week.
? If you could do one thing
     QY
 Z
I would of like to have gained more
experience with various other
companies, including the public sector.
? What would make the biggest
  QY  Z
 Z
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be made is in investment in people;
many of today’s contractors, sub
contract to other companies, this is
where you lose the relationship.
To achieve this, companies should
look at investing in the younger
generation, and to look at trying to
create a good working environment
for these individuals to grow and gain
expertise in the industry.
? What advice would you give
to young people coming into the
    Z
My advice to any young person coming
in to the facilities sector would be gain
a degree and also to look at gaining
as much experience in all roles within
facilities; take the time to understand

all aspects of facilities roles, look into
multi-tasking if available, if not try to
7    
environment.
? Who’s your mentor (either in FM
  }Z
My mentor was the Groups HR
manager; she would always make
herself available when I most needed
her. Nothing was ever too much
trouble. When dealing with over 250
    
personalities was very testing, and
 7 
understanding, this is where I gained
most of my expertise as a manager with
the help of my mentor.
? What qualities should a good
QY  Z
I think that an FM should be very
approachable, understanding, a good
listener, great with people, and a good
team player.
? What are your long-term goals
    Z
My goals are to create a more user
friendly environment, by using
technology. This will hopefully mean
people can work a lot smarter which in
turn can make them feel they can have
   % 
? What matters more: challenging/
interesting work, the opportunity
     
   Z
I would say what matters more would
   % 
Being a facilities manager is all about
challenging yourself and trying to
push the boundaries to achieve the
impossible.
I don’t think that as a facilities
manager, location or job security
can be consider as important in
today’s market.

Would you, or someone you know, like to be featured in our career ladder column? If you’re an operational
FM with more than 10 years’ experience in the sector, then email charlie.kortens@kpmmedia.co.uk
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